Alaska Symphony of Seafood

New Products Contest

Retail Category

Peter Pan Seafoods
Wild Alaska Sockeye Salmon with Kelp Chimichurri
www.ppsf.com/

“Individually vacuum-packed Sockeye Salmon portions with lemony Ribbon Kelp Chimichurri sauce”

Learn more about this year’s Alaska Symphony of Seafood at www.afdf.org/alaska-symphony-of-seafood
“Ocean Beauty’s Grill House Burger is one of a kind. Made from RFM certified sustainable Alaska pink salmon and non-gmo vegetables, this burger is not only delicious - it's healthier for both you and the planet!”
Alaska Symphony of Seafood

New Products Contest

Foodservice Category

Alaskan Leader Seafoods

Wild Alaska Cod Burgers

Alaska Symphony of Seafood

2nd Place

FOOD SERVICE, 2023

“Hook n’ Line caught Wild Alaska Cod Burgers are made for a quick and healthy beef alternative which can be grilled, pan sauteed, or baked!”

Learn more about this year’s Alaska Symphony at www.afdf.org/alaska-symphony-of-seafood
“Wild Alaska pollock fillet and wild Alaska octopus seasoned with Japanese seasoning and coated with a crispy batter.”

Learn more about this year’s Alaska Symphony of Seafood at www.afdf.org/alaska-symphony-of-seafood
“This sensationally warm and rich sauce adds instant flavor and tongue-appeal to literally anything you’re eating. Kelp Chili Crisp infuses fried crunchy, salty Alaska grown kelp, mouth-warming chiles de arbol, satisfying fried onion and garlic with a hint of sweetness into a refreshing and addictive topper… Meet your new versatile kitchen companion.”

Learn more about this year's Alaska Symphony of Seafood at www.afdf.org/alaska-symphony-of-seafood
“Delicious, fudgy brownie made with Alaska Kelp and CBD provide the health benefits of the sea and CBD. The addition of cacao nibs and Sitka sea salt complement the umami flavor of the sweet kelp paste and adds texture to the brownie.”

Learn more about this year's Alaska Symphony of Seafood at www.afdf.org/alaska-symphony-of-seafood
“A creamy, hearty chowder made with large chunks of smoked wild Alaskan salmon, potatoes, corn, celery, and carrots. Ready to heat-and-serve!”

Learn more about this year’s Alaska Symphony of Seafood at www.afdf.org/alaska-symphony-of-seafood
“Pure Catch is the simple, sustainable supplement that will lure you in with its purified and concentrated omega goodness. Our citrus aroma will delight the senses, enticing you to add more omega-3s to your daily life. Pure Catch comes in flexible, resealable pouches, perfect for at home or on the go.”

Learn more about this year’s Alaska Symphony of Seafood at www.afdf.org/alaska-symphony-of-seafood
“Treat your best friend to the taste of the Alaska Naturals. Our Fish Jerky Dog Treats are made using fresh, sustainable, Alaska pollock. Our fish jerky dog treats provide omega-3 fatty acids which support healthy skin and a shiny coat. The ultimate reward for your furry friend.”

Learn more about this year’s Alaska Symphony of Seafood at www.afdf.org/alaska-symphony-of-seafood
“Hook n’ Line Caught Wild Alaska Cod coated with a crispy PBR beer batter for an easy fish n chip or fish taco dinner. Air fry, deep fry, or bake in less than 24 minutes from frozen!”

Learn more about this year's Alaska Symphony of Seafood at www.afdf.org/alaska-symphony-of-seafood
“An innovative meal kit for use with tacos or quesadillas - Wild Alaska pink salmon in an organic vegetable Ranchero Sauce. Free of chemicals or additives of any kind. This forms the basis of a complete, nutritious, delicious, sustainable meal that cooks in 10 minutes.”
“5.7 oz single frozen Wild Alaska pollock fillet coated in crispy breadcrumb and crunchy potato sticks.”

Learn more about this year's Alaska Symphony of Seafood at www.afdf.org/alaska-symphony-of-seafood
Alaska Symphony of Seafood

New Products Contest

Wild Alaska Sockeye Salmon Cakes

Alaska Salmon Sisters

www.aksalmonsisters.com/

“Salmon cakes made with wild Alaska Sockeye!”

Learn more about this year's Alaska Symphony of Seafood at www.afdf.org/alaska-symphony-of-seafood
Thank you to our sponsors!

Become one of our sponsors!